Walk the Loop for Children’s Centres
Walk1: Cockfosters to Enfield Lock,
including a children’s multi-sensory activity at Animal Welfare Centre, Trent Country Park

The Animal Centre was not far away

We started out at Cockfosters.

There we met with families and
children.

We got to know animals by
sight, sound and touch…

we played…

We ate a healthy snack … talked… and
listened …finding out more

…and learned through
pictures and words.

about animals, children’s centres, Walk4Life
and Walk the Loop.

We adopted “Titch” the owl.

There were certificates for the children after they had completed the animal trail.

We said our goodbyes to the families and children and then we headed off through forest, parks and fields, up, down,
on roads, on grass, in mud, … step by step to Enfield Lock.
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Walk 2: Enfield Lock via Chingford to Chigwell,
including a children’s nature trail by the Epping Forest Visitor Centre at Queen Elizabeth Hunting Lodge

We started out at the station…

along pathways…

reached Enfield Lock…

across bridges that cast…

followed the canal …

patterns of shadow.

Wild flowers…

and a parade show of birds made us smile.

Then we came to wide fields and skies scudded with aeroplane trails. We walked through wooded meadows, climbing

up to Queen Elizabeth Hunting Lodge

and Epping Forest Centre courtyard

that greeted families and children

with a nature trail, nets, treasure boxes, bug hunting tools and magnifying glasses. These invited them…

to enjoy the local area, following arrows, looking…

matching words with pictures… catching insects…

observing….

exploring…

discovering…

walking with intent… and curiosity…

Each child collected leaves, acorns, grasses and other gems of nature. Some even caught spiders (and let them go…)

They showed each other what they had found…
Had a super time!
I loved it!

and decorated their treasure boxes to take home…
We Had a lovely, fun time and found
lots of cool things!

At the end of the trail, certificates were awarded to every explorer.

Then we said our good-byes and a few of us continued our walk, up to Buckhurst Hill, through the picturesque Roding
Valley, to our destination – Chigwell Station. We were tired by the end, after taking a short-cut here, a long detour
there and getting lost on more than one occasion, but it did not matter. The day had been agreeable and eventful in
kindly sunshine.
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Walk 3: Chigwell to Havering-atte-Bower
This rural walk ended in Havering Country Park and its magical forest. Autumn leaves had
fallen to the ground. It was just the right time to stop, look and wonder at their many
different colours and shapes. Pictures of some of the leaves found there are below. If you
have a moment, why not help identify what type of tree or plant they belong to. Enjoy!

The names of the trees and
plants are written in green, but
which name goes with which
picture?

________

______ ___

_____

_______ ___

_____

beech birch
maple
hawthorn
oak sessile oak
silver birch
sycamore sweet chestnut

fern

_____

_____ ________
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Walk 4: Erith to Old Bexley

The walk was shrouded in thick cloud. Wide skies and vistas drew the eye towards the Thames Estuary. Then,
the path turned inland along deep river-ways. It was a landscape of moorland, rush-beds and grey, gloopy mudbanks. Ponies and wild fowl were in their element there. They seemed unperturbed by the scrap-yards and
signs of industry nearby.
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Walk 5: Old Bexley to Jubilee Park

This was a sunlit, picturesque walk that took
away everyday pressures. It was good just to
be, enjoying the immediate sensations of air
and light and the play of reflections between
sky, water, trees and shadow.
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Walk 6: Down House to West Wickham Common
Charles Darwin’s
remote house near
Down Village gave us
insight into the
scientific and family
life of this great mind
whose findings and
views changed our
perception of life
forever.
We moved on with a keen eye for what
nature had on offer for us on the trail…
…past
bluebells
and
cherry
blossoms
we
walked…

...by large
patches of
primulae on
chalk
meadows,
celebrating
spring on this
sunny day.
Rolling vistas opened up to us. Every shade of green was there for us to savour. Then, we began to climb… and climb…

… until we came to another location with “evolutionary” impact on history: we could imagine eavesdropping on a
conversation between Wilberforce and the prime-minister William Pitt in 1788, as they discussed how to bring about
the end of the slave trade. They would have sat there, looking towards the Vale of Keston, an inspiring view, shaded
by a mighty oak, now little more than a heap of humus. Further along the path, we found other oaks with huge girths
that span many hundreds of years.

History took us yet further back
in time as we came to Caesar’s
Well at the source of the River
Ravensbourne. Clear water
bubbled up from underground
and cascaded into pools.

From there, the Loop delved ever deeper into history as remains of iron age earth works appeared along the way. By
the end, we felt we had walked not just miles under foot but far greater distances through time.
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Walk 7: Coulsdon South Station to Banstead Downs
In bright sunlight,
the walk led past
fields and through
meadows
bejewelled with
forget-me-nots,
cow parsley,
hawthorn,
buttercups,
dandelions, daisies
and wild
geraniums.
Lavender grew abundantly with the promise of turning soft mauve in summer.

Then came Oaks Park with its nature trail, more formal gardens and grotto that invited a quiet pause.
Finally we reached Banstead Downs with wilder heathland and paths beckoning on…
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Walk 8: Kingston Bridge to Hatton Cross

We crossed Kingston Bridge soon
after the station …

entering Bushy Park´s vast area
with all its attractions ...

We strolled into dried up
acid grassland that was
abruptly replaced by
vast green ferns as we
approached the Oval
Plantation and a chain of
ponds full of wildlife
and botanical surprises.

and leaving the sports field busy with
families.

We wondered what the
caterpillars munching
away at their favourite
plant would look like one
day and delighted to see
coots sitting comfortably
on their straggly nests.

We imagined bearing the weight of mighty trees.

Other trees had survived so many hardships, twisting and turning into convoluted shapes as beautiful as any sculpture.

Birds found perches wherever they liked whether on a tree stump or the elaborately carved Fountain of Diana
All was equal to them.

Moving on, we entered wooded glades…

…with branches like arched domes…

and giant leaves that dwarved us…

and pervasive waterlilies.

In order to go round the golf course ahead, the Loop took us for a long stretch along urban roads with many a front
garden showing quirky touches of beauty and fallow land sown with wild flowers.

Then we walked by the intimate River Crane towards the Shot Tower, once a prime site for gun powder production.

A silent boardwalk quietened our steps while above us thundering aircrafts took to the air seemingly a mere grasp
away as we came to Hounslow Heath, where highway men in earlier days had no eye for its harsh beauty.
We could calmly
savour the beauty,
though, with no
thought of gain
except a cup of tea at
the end of our day’s
exertions.
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Walk 9: Hatton Cross to Uxbridge Lock

So many different habitats could be found on this walk, some very manicured as near Stockley Park, others wild and beautifully
unkempt.

Its constant theme was bridges and waterways drawing us on.

It was deeply satisfying to pause from time to time so as to enjoy the moment without thinking about future or past.
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Walk 10: Uxbridge Lock to Moor Park

This was a
tranquil walk
with
waterways
never far
away.

Brightly painted barges, some serving as much loved homes, drew our eye.

We passed by the Colne Valley Park Visitor Centre with its Roman Well.

We were delighted by playful patterns of shadow and mirror images of sky, building and tree in glassy water.

The warming sun helped awake a feeling of comfort and peace.
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Walk 11: Moor Park to Elstree and Borehamwood

We made sure not to miss the very
first turn inside Moor Park station …

… looking forward to always finding the
reliable LOOP pointers where it mattered.

Ghoulish encounters with tree spirits in seemingly
unattended forest, if it hadn’t been for the visible
hand of wood wardens keeping the ivy from
strangling the trees.

Early autumn delights: better not to taste them when not sure of what’s edible or merely decorative or perhaps even poisonous.

Open landscape followed often
enriched by sweet chestnut.
Grazing horses became a common
sight.

We walked along stretches of harsh public foot path where only the beauty of nature’s design of weeds helped to
distract us. Then we entered another attractive area by the ancient earthworks of Grim’s Dyke.

Nearby was Gilbert’s stately home which seemed almost dwarfed by the giant redwoods at its border.
There were
times when
we really
needed to
slow down
and check the
guide book so
as not to miss
the almost
hidden
entrances to
sections of
the walk ….
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… as… when trying to find our way
through a golf course tantalisingly near
our final destination of Elstree and
Borehamwood Station.
.
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Walk 12: Elstree and Borehamwood to Cockfosters
Enchanted woodland
was an important
feature of this walk as
well as wide meadows
and grasslands.

The variegated greens,
dark dells and glades
shot with soft white
light from a cloudy sky
had a mystery and
depth to them. It was
like slipping into a deep
sleep or meditation

Then, it was time to be fully awake as a long busy road had to be negotiated to connect to the posted nature trails again.

They led through diverse landscapes, some wide and sweeping, others more enclosed and intimate including the beautiful
village of Monken Hadley.

The walk was long and quite an intense experience. It was deeply grounding and nourishing.
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